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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

My dear children:

Each new vigil of prayer is not the same as the previous one; therefore may your hearts ignite
themselves so that the Love of God will be able awaken and Grace will be poured out wherever it is
most necessary.

At each new vigil of prayer souls are called to remain more attentive and prompt for the requests of
Your Heavenly Mother because at each new vigil of prayer planetary processes and even cosmic
ones are unveiled and healed by the Light of My Heart.

When a praying soul offers its word to God through the vigil of prayer, it is confirming once more
that the Plan of the Father and of all His Creation can be fulfilled and the soul that emits this
confirmation is self-summoning itself for whatever may be necessary.

It is this awakening that the Uruguayans must live at this time, without half words and with an
adhesion ready to serve the Hierarchy in whatever may be necessary.

In the vigil of prayer that you have shared with Me for four years, children, a very potent epicenter
of divine Light has been built, the one that activates itself and descends as a flow upon a planetary
or human situation in need of a source of liberation or healing.

All the divine possibilities can present themselves through each new vigil of prayer; everything will
depend on the attitude of the praying being or of the disciple of Mary before the monthly call for
prayer that is taking place. Therefore, at this time the Divine Hierarchy needs that the non-believing
humanity may recognize the transmuting effect and power of prayer.

If to this effect of prayer one adds, for example, fasting, the results of a group work of prayer
reverberate not only in these consciousnesses, but also in the Laws of Nature modifying the
foreseen events.

Today, My children, I tell you all of this due to the urgency that you feel and understand in what
you are participating vigil after vigil of prayer and what is the real spiritual result that this work of
prayer reaches through the unconditional support of each one of you and of all the Heavenly
Hierarchy.

Dear children, the vigils of prayer for peace in the nations will continue, not only to establish the
universal positive chain of peace in the world, but also so that your inner beings and humanity,
through prayer, will gradually be able to transform the aspects of the ego that corrode the
consciousness and its full awakening.

All those who were born in this Project of God, as you know, bring the essence of the so-called
"original sin," a fault committed in the beginning by Adam and Eve for not having fulfilled the Law
of obedience.
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It has been since this moment that all of humanity throughout the ages has carried this event in its
cells; in this way all the souls incarnated here have had and have to learn to overcome and redeem
the human condition, which is the ongoing struggle against the own human ego that leads to
perdition.

By means of the vigils of prayer, the very potent Marian channel tries to correct and to redeem the
mistakes committed from the beginning of Adam to the near future.

This bridge towards liberation and redemption of the mistakes has been made by Christ through the
Divine Mercy, He was the one who, for you, conquered evil and made the Love of God triumph. It
is for this reason that in each vigil of prayer, not only the nations are worked on spiritually, but
humanity, that has lost the Christic codes and continues committing mistakes is helped through the
impulse of the vigil of prayer.

This field of praying energy that is created in each new meeting influences positively in the action
of the Universal Laws and in the present process of the purification of all consciousnesses. So each
of My children must have the consciousness sufficiently awaken to know that not only they will be
seated on the chair praying, but that they will be representing eight thousand million people of the
whole world who are not aware of these processes.

I hope to see My soldiers in each vigil, willing and perceptive so that through prayer you may
capture the inner impulses of the Mirrors, and the planet can be transformed and thus may not lose
itself. This will depend on the attitude of each disciple because Grace will come to this
consciousness in addition.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who keeps vigil for all,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


